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Abstract
Introduction: Herein, the individual and combined effects of photobiomodulation (PBM) and 
arginine (ARG) on the wound healing course of an experimental model of a slow healing wound 
(ulcer) in rats were assessed. 
Methods: A total of 108 male rats were divided into 6 groups: control; lower energy density 
(low)-PBM; arginine ointment (ARG); low-PBM+ARG; high energy density (high)-PBM; and high-
PBM+ARG. In each rat, one ischemic wound in the center of a bipedicle flap and one non-ischemic 
wound out of the flap were created. Both wounds were treated in the experimental groups. Microbial 
growth, wound area, and wound strength were assessed on days 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 after wound 
infliction.
Results: All non-ischemic wounds closed before day 15. High-PBM+ARG and ARG significantly 
increased wound closure rates compared to the control group (LSD test, P = 0.000, and P = 0.001, 
respectively) on day 10. All slow healing wounds were open on day 15 but closed completely before 
day 20. Low-PBM+ARG and high-PBM significantly increased wound strength (stress high load, 
SHL) on day 10 compared to the control group (LSD test, P = 0.001, and P = 0.000, respectively). 
ARG, high-PBM, and low-PBM+ARG significantly increased wound closure rates on day 15 relative 
to the control group (LSD test, P = 0.000, P = 0.000, and P = 0.001, respectively).
Conclusion: High-PBM and low-PBM+ARG have biostimulatory and antibacterial effects on slow-
healing wounds, which were shown by significant increases in wound closure rates, wound strength, 
and inhibition of Staphylococcus aureus growth.
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Introduction
The inhibition of typical healing results in the 
development of chronic wounds (ulcers). Ischemia is 
a highly important cause of chronic wounds that are 
not repaired in a reasonable length of time.1 Ischemia 
is attributed to an inadequate arterial blood flow, which 
results in ischemic ulcers.2 It diminishes the number of 
neutrophils and macrophages,3 predisposes ulcers to 
infection, inflammation, and necrosis, causes damage 
to myofibroblast progression in granulation tissue,4 and 

is a vital component for interrupted healing in several 
illnesses.5 Chronic wounds are a medical concern because 
they impede the ability of the skin to repair itself.6 In 
the United States, chronic wounds affect approximately 
6.5 million people, and more than $25 billion are spent 
annually for the management of chronic wounds.7

Arginine (ARG) is an important non-essential amino 
acid reported to improve wound strength and collagen 
release in wounds.8 It is the nitrogenous precursor for 
nitric oxide (NO) synthesis, and it controls important 
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metabolic pathways.9 According to research, ARG in an 
ischemic flap model has been shown to stimulate flap 
viability.10

Photobiomodulation (PBM) is a non-warming light and 
a recommended treatment for a number of illnesses due 
to its comfort, effectiveness, and decreased cost compared 
to current treatment methods.11 It decreases pain and 
inflammation, enhances injury repair, and prevents cell 
and tissue damage.12 PBM is reported to enhance new 
blood vessel formation13 and flap survival,14 increase 
wound bed volume, and create an anti-inflammatory 
effect on ischemic tissue.15

In this study, it was hypothesized that a mixture of 
beneficial biomediators (PBM and ARG) can be used to 
accelerate the healing course in an ischemic and slow 
healing wound model because of its antioxidant and anti-
inflammatory activities and triggering effects. Accordingly, 
we previously reported that a combination of PBM and 
ARG induced anti-inflammatory and angiogenic activities 
and hastened the wound healing process in an excisional 
wound model in rats.16 The current study assessed the 
effects of PBM and ARG, individually and together, on 
wound closure rates, microbial flora, and wound strength 
in a rat model of ischemic and slow-healing ulcer. 

Materials and Methods
Animals and Study Design
A total of 108 adult male Wistar rats were housed 
individually in a standard animal home with ad libitum 
access to rat food pellets and water. The rats were 
randomly divided into 6 groups (G) of 6 rats each as 
follows: control (G1); lower energy density (low)-PBM 
(G2); arginine ointment (G3); low-PBM+ARG (G4); high 
energy density (high)-PBM (G5); and high-PBM+ARG 
(G6). First, a bipedicle skin flap was created on the back 
area of each rat, followed by an excisional wound in the 
flap. A donut-shaped silicone skin holder was fixed around 
each wound.17,18 A full-thickness, non-ischemic wound 
distal to the flap served as the internal, non-ischemic 
wound (Figure 1). On days 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20, bacterial 
evaluations, wound closure rate assessments, and wound 
strength tests were performed. Day 5 was considered the 
inflammation phase, day 10 was the proliferation phase, 
day 15 was the early remodeling phase, and day 20 was the 
late remodeling phase in the current ischemic and delayed 
wound healing course.  

Surgery
A dorsal, bipedicle skin flap (10 × 3.5 cm) was induced 
deep into the skin muscle under aseptic conditions and 
general anesthesia. The flaps were sutured to adjacent skin 
edges. One 12-mm, full-thickness excisional ulcer that 
included the skin muscle was produced in the midpoint 
region of the flap by a biopsy punch. Figure 1 shows a 
donut-shaped silicone skin holder which was fixed around 

each skin defect with a 04 silk suture.18 A full-thickness, 
non-ischemic wound distal to the flap served as the 
internal, non-ischemic wound. The skin of the back was 
shaved and topically disinfected with povidone-iodine. A 
sterile surgical set was used. Ceftriaxone (50 mg/kg) as an 
antibiotic medicine was injected immediately, 24 hours, 
and 48 hours after surgery.

Administration of PBM and ARG Ointment
Both slow-healing ischemic and non-ischemic wounds 
were treated. PBM was started immediately after surgery. 
Nine shootings of PBM were performed over 9 defined 
regions of the ischemic wound and nearby skin (Figure 
1) according to the protocol given below. A MUSTANG 
2000, LO7 probe (Technica Co., Russia) with the following 
specifications was used: 1.08 mW/cm2 power density, 75 
W peak power output, 1.08 mW average power, 1 cm2 spot 
size, 80 Hz pulse rate, and 890 nm infra-red wavelength. 
The pulse duration was 180 ns with energy densities of 0.2 
J/cm2 (200 s) and 0.32 J/cm2 (300 s).16

Arginine powder (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) (2 g) was 
dissolved in water, and 98 g of Eucerin was added under 
sterile conditions to create the ARG ointment.16 Both 
PBM and approximately 0.04 g of the ARG ointment were 
applied to the wounds of groups G4 and G6. Group G3 
received only the ARG ointment, and groups G2 and G5 
received only PBM. PBM and ARG were administered 

Figure 1. A Photo of the Ischemic and Slow Healing Wound Model 
With its Control Non-ischemic Wound and Photobiomodulation 
(PBM) Points.
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once daily, 6 days per week, for a maximum of 20 days. 

Wound Closure Evaluation
Photos of the wounds were taken on days 0, 5, 10, 15, and 
20. Wound areas were calculated by NIH ImageJ (USA).16 
Wound closure rates were calculated and compared in the 
study groups and at each time point. The wound closure 
rate was calculated according to the following formula:

( )
( )

2

2

surface area of day  mm
    100

surface area at day zero mm
Rateof wound closure

×
= ×

Microbiological Analyses
Swabs were taken from the wounds of the study groups 
on days 0, 10, and 20 to detect Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
as the gram-negative bacteria and Staphylococcus aureus 
as the gram-positive bacteria, using Müller-Hinton Agar 
(MHA), a nutrient medium for both named bacteria. 
The samples were cultured in the Müller-Hinton culture 
medium for 24 hours at 37°C. The Mannitol salt culture 
medium was then used to distinguish between S. aureus 
and S. epidermidis. Finally, the microbes in each sample 
were counted as colony-forming units (CFUs).19

Wound Strength Examination
Uniform samples (5 × 50 mm bands) were taken from 
each wound on the euthanized rats on days 5, 10, and 20 
and fixed in a material testing machine. The deformation 
rate was 10 mm/min. The load-deformation curve was 
used to calculate the bending stiffness (BS) and stress 
high load (SHL, N/mm2) of the samples.20

Statistical Analyses
The data are presented as mean ± standard deviation 
(SD). The t test, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), 
two-way ANOVA, and the least significant difference 
(LSD) tests were used for statistical analyses. A P value 
<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results  
Clinical Observations 
No wound exudate or other clinical complications were 
observed during the experiment. There were significant 
changes in the rats’ weights on day 20 compared to day 0 
in some of the study groups (Table 1).

Wound Closure Rate 
Figure 2 shows the one-way ANOVA for the wound 
closure rates on days 5, 10, and 15. 
In the ischemic + ring group, there was no significant 
difference in wound closure rates among the studied 
groups on day 5. All wounds were closed by day 20. 

LSD analysis showed that on day 10, the ARG and 
control groups had a significantly decreased wound 
closure rate compared to the low-PBM [P = 0.000 

(ARG), P = 0.005 (control)], low-PBM+ARG [P = 0.000 
(ARG), P = 0.005 (control)], high-PBM [P = 0.000 
(ARG), P = 0.003 (control)], and high-PBM+ARG (both, 
P = 0.000) groups. On day 15, the ARG, low-PBM+ARG, 
and high-PBM groups had significantly increased wound 
closure rates compared to the high-PBM (all, P = 0.000), 
low-PBM (P = 0.001, P = 0.004, P = 0.001), and control 
(P = 0.000, P = 0.001, P = 0.000) groups, as presented in 
Figure 2A.  

In the rats with non-ischemic wounds without the ring, 
all wounds were closed on day 15. On day 5, significantly 
higher wound closure rates were observed in the low-

Table 1. Study Rats̕ Weights on Days 0 and 20

 Groups
Weight (g)

Day 0
Weight (g)

Day 20

Control (G1) 222.00 ± 7.04 244.50 ± 11.43*

Low-PBM (G2) 248.50 ± 12.49 247.50 ± 13.97

Arginine (G3) 264.60 ± 11.28 292.20 ± 12.68**

Low-PBM+ARG (G4) 251.17 ± 8.59 251.66 ± 7.53

High-PBM (G5) 239.00 ± 6.00 246.66 ± 10.33*

High-PBM+ARG (G6) 243.00 ± 11.48 235.33 ± 14.63

Study groups: Control (G1), low-PBM (G2), arginine (G3), low-
PBM+ARG (G4), high-PBM (G5), high-PBM+ARG (G6); PBM, 
photobiomodulation; t-test; *P<0.05, **P<0.01 

Figure 2. Mean ± Standard Deviation of the Wound Closure Rate 
in the Ischemic + Ring (A) Group, and Wound Closure Rate of the 
Non-ischemic Without the ring (B) group on days 5, 10, and 15 as 
Compared by ANOVA and Least Significant Difference. *P<0.05, 
**P<0.01, and ***P<0.001; PBM, photobiomodulation; ischemic 
+ ring = slow healing.
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PBM+ARG (P = 0.000), ARG (P = 0.000), low-PBM 
(P = 0.012), and high-PBM+ARG (P = 0.006) groups 
compared to the control group. The low-PBM+ARG 
group had a significantly higher wound closure rate than 
the low-PBM (P = 0.001), high-PBM (P = 0.000), and 
high-PBM+ARG (P = 0.013) groups. On day 10, wounds 
in the high-PBM group were closed, and significantly 
higher wound closure rates were observed in the high-
PBM+ARG and ARG groups compared to the high-
PBM (P = 0.000, P = 0.001), PBM+ARG, low-PBM (all 
P = 0.000), and control (P = 0.000, P = 0.001) groups 
(Figure 2B).

Two-way ANOVA revealed significant reductions in 
wound surface area in each of the ischemic + ring groups 
during the treatment time point. A similar result was also 
observed for non-ischemic wounds without the ring. In 
both cases, effectiveness in the wound healing course 
was higher in the PBM treatment groups compared to 
the control group. During the early days of the wound 
healing course, the PBM+ARG treatment group showed 
more rapid wound healing as demonstrated in Table 2 and 
Figure 3.

Microbiological Analysis
P. aeruginosa was not observed in the cultured samples. 
Due to tremendous differences in CFUs for S. aureus in the 
study groups, statistical analysis was not possible. Table 
3 shows the mean ± SD for S. aureus and S. epidermidis 
CFUs. Meaningful changes in S. epidermidis were found 
between the treatment and control groups as revealed in 
Table 3. 

Wound Strength Test for the Ulcer (Ischemic + Ring) 
Groups
Figure 4 shows the results of the wound strength test.
On day 5, significantly increased bending stiffness (BS) 
was observed in the high-PBM+ARG (P = 0.001), high-
PBM (P = 0.003), and low-PBM+ARG (P = 0.049) groups 
compared to the ARG group. On day 10, the BS values for 
the high-PBM+ARG (P = 0.000), low-PBM (P = 0.000), 
low-PBM+ARG (P = 0.001), PBM (P = 0.007), and ARG 
(P = 0.012) groups significantly increased compared 
to the control group. The high-PBM+ARG (P = 0.000) 

and low-PBM (P = 0.001) groups had significantly 
increased BS compared to the ARG group. On day 20, BS 
significantly increased in the ARG group compared to the 
low-PBM+ARG (P = 0.003), high-PBM (P = 0.049), high-
PBM+ARG (P = 0.013), and control (P = 0.012) groups, as 
demonstrated in Figure 4A.

Figure 4B demonstrates that on day 5, the high-PBM 
and high-PBM+ARG groups had a significantly increased 
SHL compared to the ARG (P = 0.014, P = 0.003), low-
PBM (P = 0.003, P = 0.023), and control (P = 0.002, 
P = 0.014) groups. On day 10, the high-PBM+ARG 
(P = 0.000), low-PBM (P = 0.000), low-PBM+ARG 

Figure 3. Two-way ANOVA for ischemic wound closure rate with 
the ring (A) showed a significant reduction in the wound surface 
area in all groups during the treatment time point. A similar result 
was observed for non-ischemic wounds without the ring (B). In both 
cases, the photobiomodulation (PBM) groups were more effective 
in wound healing compared to the control group. In the early days 
of the wound healing process, more rapid wound healing was 
observed in the photobiomodulation + arginine treatment groups.

Table 2. Two-Way ANOVA of Wound Closure Rates in Ischemic and Non-ischemic Wounds Following the Treatment With the Study Groups 
on Days 5, 10, and 15

Parameter Source F-Statistic
Significance

Level
Result

Ischemic wound

Group 9.6 0.000

Significant differences between days among groupsDay 503 0.000

Group × Day 4.3 0.001

Non-ischemic wound

Group 8.8 0.000

Significant differences between days among groupsDay 173 0.000

Group × Day 8.5 0.000
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(P = 0.001), and high-PBM (P = 0.007) treatments had 
a significantly increased SHL compared to the control 
group. The high-PBM+ARG (P = 0.000), low-PBM 
(P = 0.001), and low-PBM+ARG (P = 0.019) groups had a 
significantly increased SHL compared to the ARG group. 
On day 20, MF significantly increased in the ARG group 
compared to the low-PBM+ARG and high-PBM+ARG 
groups (P = 0.002 and P = 0.018, respectively).   

Two-way ANOVA for the SHL showed significant 
differences among the groups on different days. For 
almost all groups, the SHL values on day 5 were dominated 
by the corresponding values on days 10 and 20. In terms 
of SHL, both the low-PBM and high-PBM+ARG groups 
had a relatively good performance in wound healing. 
The assessments of BS showed that the low-PBM, low-
PBM+ARG, and high-PBM+ARG groups had the highest 
values for these two factors (different groups and different 
time points). Moreover, for all groups, the BS values on 
day 5 were dominated by the corresponding values on 
days 10 and 20.

Discussion 
The current results showed that the high-PBM+ARG and 
ARG groups had significantly increased wound closure 
rates compared to the other PBM treatment groups and 
the control group on day 10. 

Growth of S. aureus was observed in the high-
PBM+ARG (98566 ± 3550 CFU), control (98021 ± 1920 

CFU), low-PBM (4800 ± 380 CFU), and ARG (3640 ± 56 
CFU) groups on day 10. 

Animal models are important for information 
gathering21 and the study of human diseases in order 
to direct laboratory results into medical applications.22 
Localized tissue ischemia is an important issue in the 
progress and prognosis of chronic wounds.23 Rats have a 
skin muscle that has been reported to share in skin repair 
by permitting wound closure.24 According to Gould et al, 
their ischemic wound model is unfailing, inexpensive, and 
simple, and prevents wound closure by the skin muscle.25 
We generated this model in rats by creating a bipedicle skin 
flap deep into the skin muscle, then inserting a silicone 
sheet to inhibit wound closure. Our pilot study showed 
that this model was successful in approximately 50% of 
the animals, with an increased risk of microbial infection. 
Accordingly, other studies used a narrower bipedicle 
skin flap without a silicone sheet. This model had many 
of the biological features observed in chronic wounds in 
humans.26,27 Recently, Fukui et al and Ren et al implanted 
a silicone circle around wounds in rodents to prevent 
wound closure by the skin muscle, as shown in Figure 1. 
This method was less invasive and more practical than 
the insertion of a large silicone sheath under the entire 
bipedicle skin graft. It could effectively reduce wound 
closure and allow for wound healing mainly through re-
epithelialization and granulation tissue formation, with 
a decreased risk of microbial infection.28 Therefore, this 

Table 3. Mean ± SD Colony-Forming Units for Staphylococcus aureus and Staphylococcus epidermidis in the Studied Groups on Days 0, 
10, and 20

Day Bacteria Group S. epidermidis S. aureus

 0

Control 83.33 ± 29.43 0±0

Low-PBM 166.66 ± 30.55 0±0

Arginine 353.33 ± 128.58** 0±0

Low-PBM+ARG 165.00 ± 49.49 0±0

High-PBM 395.00 ± 186.45** 0±0

High-PBM+ARG 216.00 ± 141.70 0±0

10

Control 96788.00 ± 4529.31 98021.80 ±1920.13

Low-PBM 180.00 ± 28.28*** 4800.00 ± 380.21

Arginine 370.00 ± 127.27*** 3640.00 ± 56.56

Low-PBM+ARG 370.00 ± 127.27*** 0±0

High-PBM 1163.33 ± 352.91*** 0±0

High-PBM+ARG 11333.33 ± 2753.78*** 98566.66 ± 3510.93

20

Control 97390.00 ± 4231.00 0±0

Low-PBM 92893.33 ± 2591.16 0±0

Arginine 713.33 ± 70.23*** 0±0

Low-PBM+ARG 95200.00 ± 6788.22 0±0

High-PBM 843.33 ± 171.30*** 0±0

High-PBM+ARG 95000.00 ± 5477.22 0±0

Due to tremendous differences in the colony-forming units for S. aureus in the studied groups, we could not perform statistical analyses. 
**P<0.01 and ***P<0.001: Significant differences in S. epidermidis between the treatment and control groups; PBM, 
photobiomodulation.
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method might be a better choice for the assessment of 
molecular and cellular actions within the chronic ulcer 
repair course. It also makes it easier to assess the effects on 
ischemic ulcer repair by external biostimulator agents.28,29

Chronic wounds consist of diabetic feet, venous 
legs, and pressure ulcers. The difficulty in healing such 
wounds presents a challenge for medical personnel and 
results in increased expenditures worldwide. Overcoming 
the factors that contribute to delayed repair is a key 
component in wound care and a main task in healing 
chronic ulcers.30

Collagens are vital components of all stages of skin injury 
repair. Collagens give the skin its integrity and strength 
and play a particularly important role in the proliferative 
and remodeling stages of skin injury repair.31 Wound 
strength and wound closure rates are the best measures 
to use in assessing surgical wound healing in humans.32,33 
The current study demonstrated that treatment with PBM 
has beneficial effects on wound strength properties and 
wound closure rates for the repair of an ischemic and 
slow healing ulcer model in rats. PBM was successfully 
used to accelerate skin injury repair and positively impact 
inflammatory reactions.34 It would be extremely valuable 
for people who are needle-phobic or unable to tolerate 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.35

Based on the principles of physics, skin wounds appear 
to be the finest matched wounds for PBM. Numerous 

experiments have shown the efficacy of PBM treatment 
for ischemic skin wounds. Recently, Kouhkheil et al and 
Fridoni et al reported the positive impacts of PBM on 
improving wound strength, microbial flora, fibroblasts 
and inflammatory cells, and molecules and growth factors 
in an infected and diabetic wound model in rats.36,37 Ruh 
et al reported that PBM (InGaAIP, 100 mW, 660 nm, 2 
J/cm2) administered once per day improved the gross 
appearance of an ischemic pressure sore, increased vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), transformed growth 
factor-β (TGF-β), and reduced tumor necrosis factor-
alpha (TNF-α).15 The beneficial results of PBM depend 
on the PBM protocol and require more consideration. 
The enhancement of flap viability, increased blood 
vasculature and cell counts in the proliferative phase of 
skin injury repair, and inhibited free-radicals have been 
described in some experiments with PBM (470 nm, 629 
nm, 632.8 nm, 660 nm, 670 nm, 780 nm, 830 nm, and 
2.9 J/cm2, 3 J/cm2, 36 J/cm2).38-41 Other experiments that 
have used different PBM protocols (660 nm, 670 nm, and 
780 nm; 30, 40, 100 J/cm2)13,42-44 have reported decreased 
flap survival. Interestingly, Cury et al. used the same PBM 
protocol (660 and 780 nm, 30 and 40 J/cm2) and reported 
two different results. In their initial experiment, they 
observed that PBM did not increase flap survival in rats.42 
In their most recent experiment, however, they reported 
that PBM could modulate VEGF secretion and MMP-2 
activity in a dose-dependent manner and consequently 
improved skin flap healing.41 

Recently, Silva et al reported that ARG in a modified 
McFarlane ischemic flap model promoted flap survival by 
significantly decreasing malondialdehyde and NO2 and 
significantly increased non-protein thiol concentrations. 
They concluded that ARG moderated anti-
lipoperoxidative action along with intense antioxidant 
activity in skin flaps in rats.10

Figure 2 shows the synergistic effects observed after the 
treatment with ARG and high-PBM on wound closure 
rates on day 15 in a non-ischemic, non-delayed ulcer 
model. This finding agreed with recent studies. Alexander 
et al, Farreras et al, and Okamoto et al reported that 
both ARG and fish oils have independent benefits, but a 
combination of the two appeared to be substantially more 
effective.45-47 Farreras et al and Okamoto et al reported 
that enteral nutrition with both ARG and omega 3 fatty 
acids improved surgical wound healing in patients.46,47

The current study determined that in the ischemic and 
slow healing ulcer model, PBM significantly increased 
wound strength properties during the proliferative phase 
compared to the control and ARG groups. High-PBM, low-
PBM+ARG, and ARG treatments significantly increased 
wound closure rates compared to the control group in 
the early phase of remodeling. The wound closure rate in 
rats with wounds treated with ARG was statistically better 
during the proliferative phase compared to the other 

Figure 4. Mean ± Standard Deviation of Bending Stiffness (A) 
and Stress High Load (B) for the Ischemic + Ring Groups on 
Days 5, 10, and 15, Compared by One-Way ANOVA and least 
significant difference. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, and ***P<0.001; PBM, 
photobiomodulation; ischemic + ring = slow healing.
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groups. In terms of microbial flora, treatment with high-
PBM inhibited S. aureus growth in the ischemic and slow 
healing wounds in the proliferation phase. Evaluations of 
wound closure in the non-delayed, non-ischemic wound 
model showed that the high-PBM+ARG and ARG groups 
had significantly increased wound closure rates compared 
to the other PBM treatments and the control group during 
the proliferation phase. 

It should be noted that P. aeruginosa as the gram-
negative bacteria and S. aureus as the gram-positive 
bacteria are the most common as well as most dangerous 
microbes at the wound site to be examined.48,49 However, 
P. aeruginosa was not observed in the cultured samples of 
the current study.

Conclusion
The slow healing wound model in rats in the current 
study was established by comparing its wound closure 
rate with that of non-ischemic wounds that showed an 
approximately five-day delay in wound closure. According 
to the results, the biostimulatory and antibacterial 
effects of high-PBM and low-PBM+ARG on ulcers were 
demonstrated by significant increases in wound closure 
rates and wound strength and the inhibition of S. aureus 
growth. 
The cellular and molecular mechanisms pertaining to the 
effects of PBM and ARG on the slow healing and ischemic 
wound model in rats should be determined by further 
investigations.
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